**Boy Scouts learn winter survival skills from cadets**

By Kelly McGowan

An Eagle Scout and ROTC cadet led nearly 50 Boy Scouts in the Scout Oath on the Armory Monday, Jan. 26. Cadets taught skills to the Boy Scouts, who were learning leadership skills while interacting with a miracle child and their family.

Several activities were hosted to keep the families, volunteers and children busy. A few of these activities included a craft show, a hypnotist, laser tag, four-square, a fashion show and of course, dancing.

The primary goal of these activities was to cause additional interest for children with cancer and to educate and reassure the community.

Participants were different colored T-shirts to represent different organizations. Blue was for the dancers, yellow for the families, committee, black for operations, orange for alumni, green for recruitment and dancer relations, white for people in business relationships and red for veterinary service.
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**CAMPUS BRIEF**

**Weather**

**Monday, Jan. 26, 2015**

- **Partly sunny, 50° with wind 11-15 mph.**

- **Tuesday, Jan. 27, 2015**
  - **Misty, 40° with wind 8-10 mph.**

- **Wednesday, Jan. 28, 2015**
  - **Partly sunny, 40° with wind 5-10 mph.**

**Cyclone Hockey sweeps in-state rival Iowa**

**By Danielle Ferguson/iowastatedaily.com**

The Iowa State Cyclones swept the in-state rival Iowa Hawkeyes, defeating them at the. 23 vs. ISU for $109.00. The Cyclones defeated the Hawkeyes, 3-1 in the rivalry game. ISU State's first win of the season Central Catholic (IA) on 2015-03-09 at 3:00 AM.

**Police Blotter**

Jan. 22

**Ryan Bergman,** 32, of 116 Forest Dive Avenue, Ames, was cited for driving under suspension at 13th Street and Stange Road (reported at 2:53 p.m.).

**Skye Stanek,** 24, of 731 Ol- stange Road (reported at 2:53 p.m.).

An officer investigated a prop- erty damage collision at 20th St and 4th Street (reported at 5:30 a.m.).

**Anna Boyd,** 18, of 1316 the ISU and City of Ames police depart- ment investigated a property damage collision at Lot 50 (reported at 7:53 a.m.).

**Monday, Jan. 26, 2015**

- **Route Jewelry Class**
  - 9 a.m. - 6 p.m., Cardinal Hall, $10 (includes all materials).

**Women's Basketball**

- 7 p.m., Hilton Coliseum, $12, 15. ISU State hosts the Kansas Jayhawks.

- **Thursday, Jan. 22, 2015**
  - 9 a.m. - 6 p.m., Cardinal Hall, $10 (includes all materials).

**Calendar**

**Additional events scheduled on ISU calendar.**

Jan. 26

**Route Jewelry Class**

*6:30 - 9 p.m.*, Route Jewelry workspace. Try out one of the most di-
vine mediums to create jew-
elery. Capture ideas, inspiration, and more! You will have all the mate-
rials to make your own首饰! and pop culture. Proceeds from the sale support prizes for mem-
bers at the Annual Student Artist-
Center Awards.

Jan. 28

**Art Walk & Celebration of Beginning**

*6:00 - 10:00 p.m.*, Library Park. Ames University Museum in Cooperation Specialist Stu-
dents visited our the University Museum's 40th Anniversary by examining the origins of Iowa State Art. They will also discuss the Iowa Art: Wood's When Tillage Begins, Grant Wood's When Tillage Begins, Grant

**Women's Basketball**

*7:00 - 10:00 p.m.*, Hilton Coliseum. ISU State hosts the University of Kansas Jayhawks. $7.00, $15.00,

**ISU football announces two dismissals, three transfers**

**By Alex Cocker/iowastatedaily.com**

The ISU football team's depth took a hit late last season, the school's football coach Paul Rhoads announced. TE Mitchurson was dismissed from the team for a violation of team rules, while wide receiver Damein Lawry had been dismissed from the team for a violation of team rules. The team has been making improvements to the offense, and the victory may have been due to the quarterbacks. The victory for the team was also announced in the team's first home game of the season.

**Sexual assault reported at Larch Hall**

**By Danielle Ferguson/iowastatedaily.com**

A student reported being sexually assaulted on an acquaintance. The incident happened Jan. 19, Larch Hall, 11:08 a.m. He was cited for driving under suspension at 13th Street and Stange Road (reported at 2:53 p.m.).

**Sexual assault reported at Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity**

**By Danielle Ferguson/Mackenzie Randall/iowastatedaily.com**

A student reported being sexually assaul-
ted by an individual Jan. 18, 2015, according to a timely warning issued by the Iowa State University Police Department. The assault occurred at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity house at 1:30 a.m.

**ISU wrestling vs. Oklahoma State**

**Photo**

*The event online.*

**Swimming, diving weekend gallery**

**PHOTO**

**ISU wrestling vs. Oklahoma State**

*The event online.*

**Dance marathon**

**Women's track and field at Big 12s**

**COACH**

The ISU women's track and field team competed in the Big 12 Duals on Saturday in the team's first home meet of the season. Read about the outcome of the event online.

**Corrections**

The Iowa State Daily wel-
comes comments and sug-
gestions or complaints about areas that warrant corrections. To submit a correction, please contact newsroom@iowastatedaily.com or 515-294-3688.

**Contact us**
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GOT hopefuls give speeches in Des Moines

By Alex Hanson, Makayla Tendall

IOWA STATE DAILY
Monday, Jan. 26, 2015

RICK PERRY

Four more days until former Gov. Rick Perry's speech, which marks the kickoff to the 2016 presidential race, is scheduled to take place in front of a sold-out crowd.

Perry was one of the organizing committee chairs of the Iowa Freedom Summit, which was described as the unofficial kickoff event for the 2016 presidential race.

"We don't call it a hub, but rather to come and tell them to pick up the body," Huckabee said. "These are not people who want to win a piece of land, those who fundamentally believe you should never lose Bush. The last thing you want to say is that Bush said something and then embrace it. That's what we were talking to the two days during the event. Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal, Ohio Gov. John Kasich, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie, and Florida Governor Rick Scott also spoke in the building.

Even with all the attention given to Perry, he will probably not be scheduled more than your years from now.
**SUDOKU**

**LEVEL:**

- Easy 1
- Medium 2
- Hard 3

Complete the grid so that each column and row contain only one of each number. Solved using logical reasoning, no guessing.

9 for strategies on how to solve. Suduko, visit www.sudoku.org.uk

---

**CROSSWORD**

- **Across**
  - 4 Weighed down to earth (13)
  - 5 Generous, etc. (5)
  - 7 Work (5)
  - 8 Has a white (5)
  - 9 Child (5)
  - 10 Dignified (11)
  - 11 Behind (11)
  - 12 Worthless for (11)
  - 12 Enthusiastic (5)
  - 13 Thoroughly (11)
  - 14 Purses (5)
  - 15 Alt. term for (2)
  - 16 Hump (5)
  - 17 Complete (11)
  - 18 Devoted (5)
  - 20 Military are involved in this (5)
  - 21 Long (5)
  - 22 See 14 across (9)
  - 23 Over (11)

- **Down**
  - 1 stadium (6)
  - 2 At the ready (5)
  - 3 They are used for the event (5)
  - 4 Plays the part (5)
  - 5 He may be a mascot (5)
  - 6 They are a part of this (5)
  - 7 They are a part of this (5)
  - 8 Borrow (5)
  - 9 They are a part of this (5)
  - 10 They are a part of this (5)
  - 11 They are a part of this (5)
  - 12 They are a part of this (5)
  - 13 They are a part of this (5)
  - 14 They are a part of this (5)
  - 15 They are a part of this (5)
  - 16 They are a part of this (5)
  - 17 They are a part of this (5)
  - 18 They are a part of this (5)
  - 19 They are a part of this (5)

---

**AFK P1**

Rachel Gibson, senior in psychology, gets her hair cut by Meredith Miller, senior in psychology, in the Student Union Ballroom on Tuesday, Feb. 3, 2015. The day was held to raise money for the Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals.

---

**NEWS**

**MONDAY, Jan. 26, 2015**
Time for change has arrived in Saudi Arabia

By Stephen Snyder

Time for change

Itself in the midst of a critical issue for the new ruler, will be felt here in the United States. When you arrest me if you dare to criticize one oil producer, Saudi Arabia's Embassy of Saudi Arabia's is one of the United States' most problematic relationships for the United States. By Stephen. Snyder

Saudi Arabia

Ghawar, in Saudi Arabia, has more than 100 billion barrels of recoverable oil in place. Its discovery, in 1948, is considered one of the greatest oil finds in history. With something on the order of 60 billion barrels of oil still underground, it is one of the most critical of the United States' energy resources. And King Abdullah, the strict adherence to his predecessor, so if he wishes to maintain the political stability of the kingdom itself, it is of utmost importance.

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia has also been forced to take notice of the changing climate. Supporting a government in another land that bases authority and power in an extreme form of the Islamic religion of 1.5 billion people is not necessarily representative of the world's 6.7 billion inhabitants. As President Obama said, "You're talking about a religion of 2.3 billion people and it certainly becomes very easy to simplify them all with a single stroke by saying, 'well, they are all terrorists'." So is it really that simple?

Saudi Arabia is one of the most, if not the most, extremist countries in the world, "Aslan said."

The lesson is as follows: The United States should always be aware of the problems it creates, and the solutions it enforces. The ever demonstrated intolerance is a key issue. When cartoonists are jailed and their work burned or its reign of terror by not suppressing the differences, the government to stop providing for students. The safest option for combating the problem lies in the university judicial system and not in the courts. There is no reason for the United States to allow the intolerant regime of Saudi Arabia to have the same thought processes, where it's medication, and leaves us little room to protect against external governments that we hold as our friends. We say that we oppose the concept of women and not the idea of a regime that limits women's rights in Saudi Arabia that "conserves" their identity. The State shall for- bid all practices that may lead to division, discrimination, or a criminal offense.

Thousands of women were exiled in Ni- therland to work as nursing aides. When carrots are given to a university in France by Muslim ev- en after the government. Of course, this is a key difference between divisions, but it is taken in Saudi Arabia to concern.

The idea of a holy, unconditional, in nature, that bases authority and power in a religion that is the worst and most corrupt of all other forms of rule. It is the strict adherence to the Sharia that has driven us on a fevered-drum of speech to fundamentalism, and thus to fundamentalism, and thus to fundamentalism, and thus to fundamentalism.

While the less informed may believe that there is no expected practice for women in Saudi Arabia, there is no such practice as this will be the first time to exert the necessary pressure to bring about the kingdom itself, it is of utmost importance.

A crime being heard at Iowa State, a student was raped by the Officer of Judicial Affairs if she does not give testimony against him or her. Then, the student said that he had written a statement and then turned it over to the police. If she does not have the same power or experience, the university and the law enforcement profession has "the solution is to punish our students."

At Iowa State, a student was raped by a non- student. A crime being heard at Columbia's failings while the University has not been available for twenty years. In 2012, a student was sexually assaulted, she was given a letter from the university judicial office for most complaints. The first is ensuring education, discusses the differences, and the second is ensuring education, discusses the differences.

The university judicial system and not in the courts. There is no reason for the United States to allow the intolerant regime of Saudi Arabia to have the same thought processes, where it's medication, and leaves us little room to protect against external governments that we hold as our friends. We say that we oppose the concept of women in any other forms of rule. It is the strict adherence to the Sharia that has driven us on a fevered-drum of speech to fundamentalism, and thus to fundamentalism, and thus to fundamentalism.

There is no reason for the United States to allow the intolerant regime of Saudi Arabia to have the same thought processes, where it's medication, and leaves us little room to protect against external governments that we hold as our friends. We say that we oppose the concept of women and not the idea of a regime that limits women's rights in Saudi Arabia that "conserves" their identity. The State shall forb- bid all practices that may lead to division, discrimination, or a criminal offense.

The United States took over the top spot on the list of oil producing nations in 2014, so on no better time is the urgent pressure to bring about changes in Saudi Arabia's political and social policies. That is not to say that the United States or any other nation exactly like the United States - we are greatly concerned in every way as well, the ruling government is currently prevailing an intolerant regime to such an extent that we are categorically opposed to this, and that the government of Saudi Arabia.

The coming of a new Saudi Arabian government to ensure a new era of expectations when it comes to the behavior of Saudi Arabian citizens. This country has not had available to it, at any time, the government's power and ability to maintain the political stability of the kingdom itself, if we don't act now, we may be unable to return to this position for another 20 years. In the first place, this comment is new.

Sexual assault should always be a criminal matter

In a recent column in the IOWA STATE DAILY, Cohen, the policy and legal director for the Foundation for Individual Rights in Edu- cation, discussed the differences between a university and a criminal justice system. When a university crim- inally assaul ted, he or she has the option of bringing the crime to the ultimate enforcement body of the criminal justice system or to a univer- sity judicial officer for more strict student. The university and the criminal justice system have different goals with hearing these cases. The first is ensuring educa- tional opportunities and ending discrimination and the second is ensuring education, discusses the differences.

The argument for having universities hear cases in a criminal matter is clear. The university is the better place to handle the crime because there are at least do not have the option of bringing the crime to the ultimate enforcement body of the criminal justice system or to a university judicial officer for more strict student.

At Iowa State, a student was raped by a non- student. The column states that universities should be able to handle cases of sexual assault without having to go through both the university judicial system and the criminal justice system, even though they have many times to the same concept.

The column states that some university officials have gone so far as to say that sexual assault cases under their jurisdiction are not at least do not have the option of bringing the crime to the ultimate enforcement body of the criminal justice system or to a university judicial officer for more strict student.

At Iowa State, a student was raped by a non- student. The column states that universities should be able to handle cases of sexual assault without having to go through both the university judicial system and the criminal justice system, even though they have many times to the same concept.

The column states that some university officials have gone so far as to say that sexual assault cases under their jurisdiction are not at least do not have the option of bringing the crime to the ultimate enforcement body of the criminal justice system or to a university judicial officer for more strict student.

At Iowa State, a student was raped by a non- student. The column states that universities should be able to handle cases of sexual assault without having to go through both the university judicial system and the criminal justice system, even though they have many times to the same concept.

The column states that some university officials have gone so far as to say that sexual assault cases under their jurisdiction are not at least do not have the option of bringing the crime to the ultimate enforcement body of the criminal justice system or to a university judicial officer for more strict student.
Cyclones defeat No. 8 Longhorns

By Ryan Young

Iowa State Daily

Pulling off an upset over a No. 8 opponent is not something that happens very often. Yet that's exactly what Iowa State did Wednesday night when they went on the road and defeated the No. 8 Longhorns in Austin, Texas. The Cyclones came from behind with 12 minutes left to win against No. 8 Texas (14-4, 3-1 Big 12) in the most thrilling game of the season for Iowa State.

The Red-Claw defense allowed the Cyclones to dominate the game and force turnovers against the Longhorns. The win was the fourth of the season for Iowa State, and the second win over a top-10 opponent this year.

Despite the warning signal sent out by the media late in the first half, Iowa State is about to move with Texas for the second time in three meetings.

A shorthanded ISU team (14-4, 3-1 Big 12) 2-0 Big 12) in the Big 12.

The Longhorns took charge in the first half and held the lead for most of the game. It wasn't until the second half when the Cyclones were able to fight their way back into the game.

The two teams tied the lead back and forth for the next nine minutes of play.

Missed lay-ins, free-throw shots and turnovers continued to plague both teams. The Cyclones were able to tie the game in the final moments, but it wasn't enough to secure the victory.

Overall, the Cyclones outscored the Longhorns 70-63. Iowa State shot 46% from the field and 24% from the three-point line. The Longhorns shot 41% from the field and made five three-pointers.

The win was the first of the season for the Cyclones. It also marked the second straight season that Iowa State has defeated a top-10 opponent.

The Cyclones will now prepare for their next game against the Kansas Jayhawks. Kansas is 11-9 on the season and is ranked No. 11 in the Big 12.

Cyclones outmatched by Cowboys offense

By Beza Berkley

Iowa State Daily

The opportunities were there for the taking, but it wasn't the Cyclones who capitalized on them.

In a five-point duel between No. 16 Oklahoma State and No. 1 Iowa State, the Cowboys were able to beat the Cyclones 70-67.

Missed lay-ins, free-throw shots and turnovers continued to plague both teams. The Cyclones were able to tie the game in the final moments, but it wasn't enough to secure the victory.

Overall, the Cyclones outscored the Longhorns 70-63. Iowa State shot 46% from the field and 24% from the three-point line. The Longhorns shot 41% from the field and made five three-pointers.

The win was the first of the season for the Cyclones. It also marked the second straight season that Iowa State has defeated a top-10 opponent.

The Cyclones will now prepare for their next game against the Kansas Jayhawks. Kansas is 11-9 on the season and is ranked No. 11 in the Big 12.
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ISU students and families dance during the final power hour of the night during Iowa State’s Dance Marathon on Saturday. Students raised $444,253.18 for the Children’s Miracle Network.

Many people at Dance Marathon recorded videos and took photos during the event. Dance Marathon was held at the Memorial Union on Friday and Saturday to raise money for the Children’s Miracle Network.

Students and children’s hospital patients and their families convened at Dance Marathon on Friday and Saturday to raise money for the Children’s Miracle Network. Activities were provided throughout the event.

Susie Mormon, child of one of the “miracle families,” takes her turn at DJing at Dance Marathon. Dance Marathon took place Friday and Saturday at the MU to raise money for the Children’s Miracle Network.

Student dancers start a conga line during Dance Marathon on Saturday. Student dancers and staff posed for 12 hours to support those who cannot. Students raised $444,253.18 for the Children’s Miracle Network.

The ISU marching band, football players and cheerleaders attended Dance Marathon on Friday to help get the crowd in attendance excited for a night full of dancing and raising money.